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Description:
4 Easter motifs - Easter bells, Beribboned, The coquette hen, Two chocolate eggs
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Perrette Samouiloff

 

Brought to you by Perrette Samouloff these exquisite cross stitch motifs are evocative of vintage greeting cards.
Each subject is treated with great delicacy, and often with humor, such as the little girl with her feet entangled in
the ribbon of a giant Easter egg, or the coquette hen perched on the top of an egg.

 

If you stitch on 28 count linen, the most common needlework fabric size, the stitched piece will be just under 4 x 6
inch (10 x 15cm). It can be framed, or mounted on a card.

 

The patterns can be worked on white or ecru linen, except for the little hen which incorporates white stitches and
must be worked on natural or colored fabric. The chart includes a few three-quarters of cross stitches, worked in a
single strand, a process that the designer uses to create effects of transparency and volume.

 

There are 3 additional motifs (sold separately) in the same series, with Easter chicks and rabbits.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more Spring patterns by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
4 Easter motifs - Easter bells, Beribboned, The coquette hen, Two chocolate eggs

Chart size in stitches: 51 x 80 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 14 ct Aida or 28 ct linen, white, off-white, natural raw linen

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

size of stitched area: 4 x (3.6 x 5.7 inch) / 4 x (9.3 x 14.5 cm)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, 3/4 cross stitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 13-16

Themes: Easter, spring, flowers, bell, ribbons, chocolate eggs, greeting card motifs

 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-easter-motifs-easter-bells-beribboned-coquette-chocolate-eggs-cross-stitch-xml-214_235-4160.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-easter-motifs-easter-chick-surprise-encounter-newly-hatched-chick-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-4161.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/spring-easter-patterns-perrette-samouiloff-xsl-296_299_745.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4160&w=51&h=80


>> see all Easter patterns (all designers)

>> see all Greeting cards' patterns (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-easter-xsl-214_235.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/greeting-card-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-260_631.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-easter-motifs-easter-bells-beribboned-coquette-chocolate-eggs-cross-stitch-xml-214_235-4160.html

